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1 INTRODUCTION
Detecting Heavy Hitter (HH) �ows, i.e., �ows exceeding a pre-
determined threshold in a time window, is a fundamental task as it
enables network management and security applications like DoS
attack detection/prevention, �ow-size aware routing, and QoS. The
recent breakthroughs of programmable data planes has provided
an unique opportunity: detect them directly in the data plane to
enable fast control decisions. State-of-the-art solutions leverage
either probabilistic data structures [1, 2] or pre�x trees [3] to store
�ow counters directly in the programmable pipeline of switches.
However, the former approach still depends on the intervention of
a central controller to identify the HH �ows from the hash-buckets,
thus partially diminishing the fast data plane reaction. The latter
approach instead, while successfully implemented on FPGA, is
not yet a feasible solution for today’s programmable ASICs due to
limited accesses to registers [4].

In this poster, we explore the possibility to take a completely
di�erent direction: keep track of per-�ow Inter Packet Gap (IPG)
metrics instead of counters. IPG analysis has been already employed
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Figure 1: (a) �%⌧ 5F vs Throughput, and (b) Larger U smooths
out abrupt IPG changes.

in some networking applications, but, to the best of our knowledge,
this work is the �rst to apply it to the HH detection problem. At the
heart of the proposed method is the observation that HH �ows can
be characterized by small IPG metrics calculated as a function (e.g.
weighted average) of the inter-packet time intervals. The “heaviness”
(i.e. throughput over time) of a packet �ow can be approximated by
relating the average packet size to the observed IPG values. Notably,
this approach does not require a measurement interval to be set
upfront, thus eliminating common shortfalls of windows-based
algorithms [5].

2 IS IPG METRIC FIT TO DETECT HH?
For the derivation of a suitable �ow IPG metric that represents
the heaviness of a given network �ow 5 2 � , we consider an
exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) function of the
observed IPG values. The IPG metric is updated every time a packet
of 5 gets into the switch pipeline. The current �%⌧ 52 metric is given
by the di�erence between the last seen packet timestamp ()( 5; )
and the current one ()( 52 ). Next, an EWMA metric �%⌧ 5F can be
calculated:

�%⌧ 5F = U · �%⌧ 5F�1 + (1 � U) · �%⌧ 52 , (1)

where U is the degree of weighting decrease and �%⌧ 5F�1 is the
last noted �%⌧F . As usual in EWMA, the choice of U impacts the
timeliness and precision/accuracy for our HH detection objectives.
Figure 1b shows how di�erent U values in�uence the �%⌧ 5F metric
of a real network trace. We observe that U = 0.99 presents a good
�t for HH detection.
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Figure 2: Performance of Space-Saving using IPG and
Counter based approach: (a) for< = 8000 memory slots, (b)
over-reporting �ows to detect k heavy hitters

Hypothesis validation. To validate our hypothesis, we analyze
the relationship between �%⌧ 5F and �ow throughput. We use
CAIDA tra�c traces [6] from a 10Gb/s ISP backbone link and plot
(Fig. 1a) the number of packets per-�ow against the �%⌧ 5F cal-
culated at the end of 5 secs time window (TW), i.e., around 180K
�ows and 2.7 M packets. The Fig. 1a shows the strong correlation
between �%⌧ 5F and �ow throughput, a behaviour that persists for
di�erent TW sizes.

3 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION AND DESIGN
CHALLENGES

We evaluate the HH detection e�ectiveness of the proposed IPG-
based method with a Space-Saving (SS) algorithm [7] implemen-
tation in Python. We use CAIDA [6] traces considering the usual
de�nition of a �ow through its 5-tuple key. A single Table is main-
tained with< number of memory slots. Each slot contains three
values: 32-bit �ow ID, 16-bit �%⌧ 5F�1, and 16-bit )( 5; . Choosing
less number of bits for)( 5; (`s) may miss the majority of long inter
burst gaps. When a packet arrives, SS inserts the new �ow with
�%⌧ 5F�1 initialized and )(; set to the current ingress )( 52 . Upon
each packet arrival, �%⌧ 5F�1 is updated as per Eq. 1. When the
table is full, SS replaces the entry with the largest �%⌧ 5F�1.

Figure 2a presents the observed precision (i.e., ratio of correctly
reported HHs and total number of reported �ows) of counter-based
and IPG-based methods for< = 8 . In Fig. 2b, SS using IPG pro-
vides signi�cant improvement reporting around 2K �ows for de-
tecting top 200 �ows. The results suggest that IPG metrics are a
strong candidate for HH detection and other tra�c management
applications.
P4 Hardware Implementation and Evaluation. For our pro-
totype implementation on a To�no hardware (HW) switch, we
leverage the HeavyKeeper (HK) [8] algorithm, which is amenable
to programmable HW. The P4 implementation in HW of the HK
pipeline with EWMA calculation requires overcoming some en-
gineering challenges: (i) limited memory resources, (ii) limited
number of R/W access of a register, (iii) arithmetic and comparison
operations of non-integer values, and (iv) �xed number of pipeline
stages.

Figure 3: Running �%⌧ 5F values for di�erent throughput
�ows using To�no HW and Simulator (SIM).

Since multiplication and division present restrictions in P4 regis-
ter actions, the resulting EWMA requires approximation. In addi-
tion, as any register can be accessed only once in packet’s lifetime,
to replace old entries with new ones in the case of �ow ID updates,
after comparing the �%⌧ 5F register value with a pre-de�ned thresh-
old value, we rely on a packet re-submission. Finally, we able to
successfully compiled P4 TNA code on a To�no HW.1

Figure 3 presents the run-time �%⌧F values in the To�noHWand
Simulator (SIM) implementations for four di�erent �ow throughput
rates. Figure 3 con�rms that To�no HW and SIM do not exhibit
major di�erences, con�rming that �%⌧ 5F can be used to classify
HH �ows directly in existing programmable HW switches.

Future Work. One current limitation is that certain types of
short lived HHs can be missed using the current IPG metrics. To
this end, we are extending the method to compactly record the
�ow duration as a parameter to decide on HH. This additional
metric will providemore �exibility to detect HHs, avoid inconsistent
HH �ows [9] in time and can easily detect hidden HH �ows [5].
Another ongoing work is on bit space optimization considering
IPG slot/range identi�ed just with 8 bits instead of maintaining 16
bits for �%⌧ 5F�1. On the performance path, we are doing latency
evaluation for 10Gbps traces using T-REX and OSNT. Last but not
least, the HH method will be incorporated in a hybrid SW/HW VNF
o�oading solution related to 5G mobile core functions, where HH
�ows will be kept in the HW pipeline while lightweight �ows will
be handled by x86 SW.
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